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Figure 3. Location map for the Brown Hills.

Satellite-image analysis of the Transantarctic Mountains,
southern Victoria Land
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U
plift of the Transantarctic Mountains occurred during
Mesozoic and Cenozoic breakup of the Gondwana

supercontinent. The geometry and displacement history of
structures associated with this rifting and uplift constitute
one key to unraveling the relative motions of west antarctic
crustal blocks with respect to cratonic East Antarctica as the
breakup progressed. Ice cover in Antarctica hampers tradi-
tional structural mapping, however, because the brittle fault
and fracture zones that control the upper crustal structure of
the mountains are more susceptible to erosion and, hence,
form depressions occupied by glaciers. Major faults are, thus,
not available for direct measurement in the field. An accurate
estimate of the regional extent of faults and other geologic
boundaries is difficult to establish because correlations
between outcrops separated by extensive ice cover are com-
monly ambiguous. The difficulty of access to the limited
amount of bedrock exposure that does exist in Antarctica gen-
erally precludes the detailed geologic mapping that could
eliminate such ambiguities.

Two complementary approaches are currently being
applied to overcome the problems inherent in structural
mapping in Antarctica. Recently completed field studies were
designed to map systematically the orientations and displace-
ment patterns of small, outcrop-scale faults in exposures in
proximity to the inferred position of major fault zones, where
mesoscopic faults are likely to be well developed (Wilson et
al., Antarctic Journal, in this issue). Structures of this scale are
extremely useful for obtaining kinematic information about

relative motions in the brittle crust and provide a means to
reconstruct the regional displacement patterns associated
with west antarctic rifting and uplift of the Transantarctic
Mountains (Wilson 1992, 1993). Structural mapping over a
much larger area is required, however, to determine the
geometry of faults that control the regional architecture of the
Transantarctic Mountains. Here, we report on the use of
Landsat Thematic Mapper (TM) satellite imagery as a tool for
regional structural mapping in Antarctica.

The utility of satellite imagery in regional structural stud-
ies has long been recognized (see, for example, Isachsen
1974). The large extent of terrain covered by individual
images (for example, a TM full scene is approximately
170x185 kilometers) facilitates identification of regionally
continuous geologic boundaries. The uniform Sun angle in
each image accentuates the topographic grain through shad-
owing and, because differential erosion along brittle fault and
fracture zones strongly controls the topographic depressions,
produces apparent relief maps with morphotectonic signifi-
cance. This effect is particularly important in the antarctic
case, because relief in the ice surface commonly follows any
structurally controlled bedrock relief. Structures mapped in
bedrock exposures may be linked across intervening ice-cov-
ered areas in this way. In addition, the continuation of major
boundaries beneath the polar plateau ice sheet may be
marked by ice-surface topography, and hence, a better esti-
mate of the total extent of individual structures may be
obtained.
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Figure 1. Simplified geologic map of the Transantarctic Mountains in
southern Victoria Land. The box outlines the location of the
Landsat-4 Thematic Mapper satellite image shown in figure 2. Note
the major westward "step" in the coastline of the mountains
between Ferrar Glacier and Byrd Glacier. (Black denotes the Granite
Harbor intrusive complex and metasedimentary rocks of the Skelton
and Koettlitz Groups; diagonal line pattern denotes Byrd Group to
the south of Byrd Glacier; bold dashed line marks the Kukri
Peneplain unconformity; stipple pattern denotes the overlying
Beacon Supergroup and Ferrar Group; the V pattern denotes
Cenozoic volcanic rocks of the Erebus volcanic province; S.N.
denotes Skelton Névé; R marks the position of the main north-south
trending ridge line of the Royal Society Range.)

A Landsat-4 TM image centered on the Royal Society
Range area of the Transantarctic Mountains in southern Vic-
toria Land (figures 1 and 2) was selected for initial study for a
variety of reasons. The first principal goal of this study is to
experiment with image-processing methods to discover the
optimum techniques to enhance structural detail in both
bedrock exposures and ice-covered areas and to determine
the amount of lithologic information that can be extracted
from the multispectral TM bands. The image under study
contains a variety of terrain, including a sector of the polar
plateau ice sheet, major outlet glaciers, and ice-free areas in
the McMurdo Dry Valleys and the foothills of the Royal Soci-
ety Range. This assortment provides the opportunity to find
processing methods suitable for each terrain type. The area
also contains a wide range of rock types (figure 1), including
surficial deposits, Cenozoic basaltic volcanic rocks, Jurassic
Ferrar Dolerite, clastic sedimentary rocks of the Devonian-
Jurassic Beacon Supergroup, and a variety of igneous and

metamorphic basement lithologies comprising marbles,
schists, granitoids, and mafic to felsic dike swarms. Differ-
ences in spectral response of these diverse rock materials
have the potential to be enhanced and exploited for geologic
mapping purposes. Because this region contains some of the
most detailed mapping of any region of Antarctica, the image
analysis results can be cross-checked with the known distrib-
ution of rock units.

The structural significance of large-scale linear features
(commonly referred to as lineaments) identified from satellite
imagery can generally be established only where direct
ground observations are available. The second principal goal
of this study is to use the ground truth provided by the field-
based structural investigations to evaluate the nature of
regional lineaments mapped from the satellite image. If corre-
lations between outcrop-scale fault trends and lineaments can
be established, the large-scale motions along regional struc-
tures can be determined. Knowledge of these motions, togeth-
er with using the image to map the position, orientation, and
extent of large-scale structures across ice-covered areas, will
provide the means to reconstruct the regional structural
architecture of this sector of the Transantarctic Mountains.

Digital processing of satellite images is used to empha-
size features of possible geological significance within the
image to facilitate visualization and interpretation. Spatial fil-
tering techniques, which accentuate features characterized by
a marked difference in brightness relative to an adjacent area,
are particularly effective in bringing out large-scale linear fea-
tures that mark structural trends. This type of edge enhance-
ment can be accomplished in a variety of ways; to date, we
have employed space- or image-domain nondirectional and
directional filters as well as directional filtering in the fre-
quency domain using Fourier transforms. A variety of features
of geological, glaciological, and climatic interest have been
enhanced in the image by these procedures; only a few select-
ed examples are mentioned here.

Indicators of wind-flow direction, such as sastrugi and
wind scoops, are prominent in many areas, for example
around volcanic vents in the Mount Discovery area and on the
northeast side of Skelton Glacier (W, figure 2). Details of ice
morphology, including crevasse fields and longitudinal flow
lines, are strikingly delineated, for example in the upper por-
tions of the Skelton Glacier (G, figure 2). A previously unrecog-
nized, large-scale semicircular structure exists near the south-
ern limit of the Royal Society Range (C, figure 2). The nature of
this feature is unknown at present; however, a more subdued
feature of similar shape and scale underlies the adjacent Koet-
tlitz névé area (K, figure 2), suggesting a glacial origin.

Several major features of structural interest have been
identified on the image. Three distinct morphotectonic blocks
are delineated based on the trends of ridges and glacial val-
leys, and consist of the area to the north of Ferrar Glacier, the
region between the Ferrar Glacier and the southern limit of
the Royal Society Range, and the Skelton Névé-Skelton Glaci-
er corridor (figure 2). The topographic grain in each block
appears to correspond with the trends of brittle fault sets,
rather than with geologic contacts and structural fabrics with-
in the basement rocks. A major structural lineament that is
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Figure 2. Landsat-4 Thematic Mapper satellite image used in this study. Gray-scale rendering of a false-color, RGB composite of TM bands 7,
5, and 4. See text for discussion. (H denotes Hut Point Peninsula, Ross Island; DV denotes McMurdo Dry Valleys; FG denotes Ferrar Glacier;
RSR denotes Royal Society Range; F denotes foothills of the Royal Society Range; D denotes Mount Discovery; RL denotes Radian lineament;
L denotes linear structures subparallel to the Radian lineament; P denotes The Portal; SN denotes Skelton Névé; K denotes Koettlitz névé; SG
denotes Skelton Glacier; G denotes glacial flow lines; W denotes wind flow lines; C denotes semicircular structure.)

partially occupied by the Radian Glacier, first pointed out by	This sample of features identified on the Landsat TM
Lucchita et al. (1987), is revealed to be a composite feature on	image highlights the utility of satellite imagery for geological
our image (RL, figure 2). The Radian lineament can be traced	research in Antarctica. Our work on processing procedures is
westward beneath the ice of the upper Skelton Glacier and	continuing, with particular emphasis on further exploration
Skelton Névé and through The Portal (P, figure 2) onto the	of edge-enhancement techniques and on spectral analysis
polar plateau. This structure, together with a series of subpar-	such as band ratio and principal component images. Once
allel escarpments to the south (L, figure 2), appears to be the	optimum processing techniques are established, it will be
principal fault zones that accommodate the westward shift	possible to make efficient use of satellite-image analysis to
and southward decrease in elevation associated with the	extend regional structural mapping to other areas of the
transverse " step" in the Transantarctic Mountains between	Transantarctic Mountains and other regions of Antarctica.
the Royal Society Range and the Byrd Glacier (figure 1). The	The use of satellite imagery as a structural tool is being devel-
motion patterns along these features are being derived from	oped through statistical comparison of large-scale lineaments
the fault data obtained during field studies.	 and outcrop-scale fault and fracture trends derived from field
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studies. Together these data will be used to develop a model
of the structural architecture and motion history associated
with the Transantarctic Mountains in southern Victoria Land.

We thank Jane Ferrigno for cooperation and advice on
image selection; John Snowden, David Cunningham, and
Tracy Douglass at the Ohio State University Center for Map-
ping for help with computer processing; and Carolyn Merry,
Gary Murdock, and Ralph von Frese for helpful discussions
concerning image analysis. This research was supported by
National Science Foundation grant OPP 90-18055 and by the
Byrd Polar Research Center of Ohio State University.
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Fault kinematic studies in the Transantarctic Mountains,
southern Victoria Land
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C
ontinental rift systems are segmented along their length
into discrete structural basins that are linked by transverse

structures known as transfer faults or accommodation zones
(Gibbs 1984; Rosendahl 1987). The transverse structures not
only permit changes in the orientation and sense of asymme-
try of the normal-slip border-fault systems that define the rift
margins but they also accommodate variations in the direction
and magnitude of crustal extension across the rift. The orien-
tations of such transverse fault zones and the displacement
patterns along them are, thus, keys to evaluating the plate
motions associated with rifting. Knowing the timing of devel-
opment of transverse structures relative to adjacent rift basins
is also critical to understanding how rift faults propagate and
link to form a continuous rift system as continental crust is
stretched prior to breakup (see, for example, Bosworth 1985).

The Mesozoic-Cenozoic west antarctic rift system is of
comparable scale to other major continental rifts and should
have an analogous structural segmentation. Regional kinks
and offsets in the coastline of the Transantarctic Mountains
and offshore rift basins of the Ross embayment are believed
to mark transverse structures that subdivide the rift system
(Cooper, Davey, and Hinz 1991; Tessensohn and Wörner
1991); they have been modeled as transfer faults, but the
structural character of these zones has not previously been
investigated. One of the most prominent transverse offsets
occurs along the southern end of the Royal Society Range,

where the Transantarctic Mountain chain steps westward
toward the Byrd Glacier. This transverse zone was the site of
voluminous magmatism in the Jurassic, pointing to develop-
ment during the early, prebreakup phase of rifting. Cenozoic
activity within the transverse zone is indicated by the localiza-
tion of the Erebus volcanic province along it, and it has been
proposed that Mount Morning, Mount Discovery, and satel-
lite volcanic centers are aligned along a transfer fault within
the zone (figure; Wright-Grassham 1987; Kyle 1990). The large
extent and complex morphotectonics of the region between
the Royal Society Range and Byrd Glacier indicate that it is a
diffuse structural corridor more reminiscent of east African
accommodation zones than of simple transfer faults. The
transverse step as a whole is, therefore, designated here as the
Discovery accommodation zone.

Determining the structural development of the Discovery
accommodation zone is the principal focus of the ongoing
research described here. Structural kinematic analysis of brit-
tie fault and dike arrays is being used to map the displace-
ment patterns along and across the zone. During the
1992-1993 field season, brittle fault studies were undertaken
at Ferrar Glacier, Radian Glacier, Skelton Glacier, Skelton
Névé, the Royal Society Range, and in the Mount Discovery
area (figure). Specific scientific objectives and a preliminary
summary of results are described below for each of the
regions covered during the season.
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